An efficient method for the calculation of ferromagnetic resonant modes of magnetic structures is presented. Finite-element discretization allows flexible geometries and location dependent material parameters. The resonant modes can be used for a semi-analytical calculation of the power spectral density of the thermal white-noise, which is relevant for many sensor applications. The proposed method is validated by comparing the noise spectrum of a nano-disk with time-domain simulations.
Introduction
The determination of micromagnetic resonant modes of magnetic nanostructures is of great importance for applications like spin-torque oscillators or magnetic sensors. The resonant modes are correlated with the thermal magnetic white-noise contributions, which may be the dominant noise source in sensor applications within sensor applications with frequencies f 1 kHz [1] .
Ferromagnetic-resonance measurements (FMR) can be performed experimentally or numerical methods can be used to calculate the corresponding oscillation modes. Time-domain micromagnetic simulations with an applied deterministic field, like harmonic oscillation or a field pulse, etc. can be used and Fourier analysis of the magnetization response allows to determine the resonant modes [2, 3, 4] . The deterministic excitations allows to derive the oscillation frequency, but the resulting mode amplitudes will depend on the detailed form of the excitation. This problem can be overcome by using stochastic excitations which correctly describe the thermodynamic equilibrium [5] . However, required time steps in the range of femtoseconds limit the applicability of this method. Solving the problem in the frequency-domain provides an elegant and efficient way for the semi-analytic calculation of the resonant modes [6, 7] .
This work presents a generalization of the algorithms based on a finitedifference (FD) discretization [8, 9] and finite-element (FEM) discretization [10] . The method is based on a finite-element micromagnetic code [11] , which ensures efficient calculations for large-scale applications with spatially varying material parameters.
Furthermore, the analytical calculation of the resulting noise power spectral density [12, 13, 14] is demonstrated and perfectly agrees with results calculated numerically from Langevin dynamic simulations.
Eigenmode Equation
The following calculations are based on the work of d'Aquino et al. [9] , with some modifications needed for the FEM discretization. Linearization of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation(LLG) for small fluctuations v(x, t) around a stable equilibrium m 0 leads to −αv − m 0 ×v = (1 − m 0 ⊗ m 0 )
with the reduced gyromagnetic ratio γ = 2.2127615 · 10 5 m/As, the dimensionless damping parameter α, the tangent-plane projection operator P 0 , the linearized effective field operator
, and parallel component of the equilibrium field h 0 = m 0 · h eff [m 0 ] (see Appendix A for a detailed derivation).
Using the Ansatz v(x, t) = k a kφ k (x) e iω k t with the damped eigenvectorsφ k and eigenfrequencies ω k , allows to transform the differential equation into an algebraic equation. Due to the linear independence of the basis functions e iω k t each components (ω k ,φ k ) needs to fulfill the following algebraic generalized eigenvalue equation:
Without Damping α = 0
Setting α = 0 in Eqn. (2) leads to the following Hermitian generalized eigenvalue problem
whereφ k and ω k represent the undamped eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies, respectively. Both operators A 0⊥ and B 0 are Hermitian, which allows using the Lanczos algorithm for the solution of the eigenvalue problem, resulting in more stable and efficient calculations. Furthermore it leads to the following orthogonality relation for the undamped eigenmodes (see [9] for a detailed prove) which will simplify the calculation of the PSD:
where (φ h ,φ k ) O denotes the complex inner product with respect to the operator O.
Note that although the solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem are complex, the final result for v(x, t) is real. One can show that if (ω k ,φ k ) is a solution then so is (−ω k ,φ * k ) [9] . If one further assumes equal amplitudes a k for each pair of eigenmodes the resulting fluctuations are real:
where the summation over k/2 means that only eigenmodes with positive eigenvalue are considered.
Perturbation analysis for damping α > 0
Starting from Eqn. (2) allowing for small damping α > 0 and assuming perturbed quantitiesφ k =φ k + δφ k , ω k = ω k + i δω k , and B 0 = B 0 + i δB results in the following perturbated eigenvalue problem
with the perturbed operator δB = −α1. Direct solution of the damped eigenvalue problem can be achieved by means of the Arnoldi method, which also works for non-hermitian eigenvalue problems. However this would influence the solver performance and also destroy orthogonality of the eigenmodes.
Alternatively the perturbation of the eigenvector can be represented using the unperturbed eigenvectors δφ h = k c hkφk and a perturbation analysis can be performed. Considering only terms up to first-order perturbations yields
Scalar multiplying both sides of equation (7) withφ k and utilizing the orthogonality relation (4) allows to express the pertubation of the eigenfrequency as
Finally the perturbation analysis for small damping results in an additional imaginary contribution to the eigenfrequency, which leads to a damped harmonic oscillation within the time domain. Ignoring the small perturbations of the eigenvectorsφ k one ends up with
FEM Discretization
For the FEM formulation the functions m 0 , h eff ,ṽ(x),φ k (x) are discretized using Lagrange P 1 elements. Furthermore the continuous equation (3) needs to be applied to a FEM functionφ k (x) = φ k,j Λ j (x) =φ k · Λ, weighted by test-functions Λ i (x) and integrated over the domain Ω m . As motivated in Appendix B (which also includes more details about the discretization of the effective field) both sides of the continuous equation are multiplied with J s which results in the following Galerkin discretization
where the index k describes the eigenmode index, whereas the index j describes the node of the FEM discretization. The FEM discretization results in the following matrix representations of the operators A 0 and B 0
and finally yields the discretized form of the generalized eigenvalue problem (3)
with A 0⊥ = P 0 A 0 and the vertex-wise projection operator
Note that the matrix B 0 is not unitary, due to the integration over the domain, but due to the Galerkin discretization A 0⊥ and B 0 are both Hermitian and A 0⊥ is positive definite. These properties allow the usage of efficient solvers and preserve the orthogonality property of the eigenvectors:
where
· O ·φ k denotes the complex inner product with respect to the operator O.
Note that for the FEM discretization the restriction to the tangentplane can only be exactly fulfilled on each vertex and not for each point in space. Introducing a rotated coordinate frame on each vertex with one axis parallel to m 0 and eliminating all parallel contributions allows an efficient implementation and reduces the system size from 3N × 3N to 2N × 2N .
The following 3N × 2N rotation-projection matrix performs the rotation into the tangent-plane and eliminates all parallel components R =   e 1 · e x e 2 · e x e 1 · e y e 2 · e y e 1 · e z e 2 · e z   e 3 = m 0 e 2 = e 3 × e ref e 1 = e 2 × e 3 , (14) where e x , e y , e z are cartesian unit-vectors, e ref is an arbitrary reference direction, and N is the number of mesh-vertices. Note that numerical instabilities may occur if e ref is nearly parallel to m 0 .
The transformation into the rotating frame preserves the symmetry and definiteness of the original problem and finally yields
where the projected eigenmodesψ k = R Tφ k and the reduced matrices A 0⊥ , B 0 have been introduced. Note that the un-projected operator A 0 can be used since the projection is directly fulfilled by the rotation-projection matrix R.
For the effective solution of the eigenvalue problem assembling of the A 0⊥ matrix has to be avoided. Instead all components need to be implemented as operators and iterative algorithms like the Lanczos method [15] needs to be used to solve for the N smallest eigenvalues. Additionally the use of a customized preconditioner (compare e.g. [16] ) for the inversion of A 0⊥ (which is necessary when calculating the smallest instead of the largest eigenvalues), can have a tremendous impact on the total performance and stability of the algorithm.
For the perturbation analysis of the damped discrete system the perturbation operator δB needs to be discretized, which leads to the following weighted mass matrix (again one multiplies with J s )
Using the same line of reasoning as in the continuum problem the discrete perturbation of the eigenfrequency can be expressed as
Note that result is a generalization of the original calculation [9] which uses a finite-difference discretization (where the mass matrix is equal to the identity) as well as a constant α.
Thermal Noise Calculation
In the previous section the homogeneous solution of the linearized LLG equation has been derived, which can be used to solve initial value problems. However for calculation of the thermal noise of a sensor, it is assumed that the deterministic dynamics already reached a stationary state. Thus the homogeneous solution will not contribute to the calculated sensor noise. Nevertheless the previous results are of great importance, since the eigenmode decomposition also diagonalizes the inhomogenous equations system and provides an efficient solution.
For the calculation of the noise spectrum, the sensor is treated as a linear time-invariant system (LTI), which allows all calculations to be performed in the frequency domain by using a standard Fourier transform. A thermal white-noise fieldh th is applied and leads to an excitation of the individual eigenmodes. The calculation of the transfer function H(ω) allows to derive the output signals(ω) = H(ω)h th (ω) as well as the corresponding power spectral density S ss (ω).
Power Spectral Density (PSD)
The power spectral density S xx (ω) of a signal x is defined as the power of a signal at a certain frequency. For signals with finite energy the standard Fourier transform can be used to decompose the signal into its energy spectral density. If, however the signal energy is infinite (as for example for an harmonic oscillation or thermal white-noise), a truncated Fourier transform needs to be used to calculate the power spectral density
where . means the expectation value. By means of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem the PSD can also be expressed as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function S xx (ω) = F {R xx (τ )} (which will prove useful for the use with stochastic variables like the thermal noise field h th ). The general definition of the autocorrelation function, also suitable for stochastic variables, is given by
Furthermore for any LTI system it can be shown that the autocorrelation and the PSD of the output signal s can be expressed as
where h(τ ) and H(ω) are the transfer functions in the time-or frequency domain, respectively. R hh and S hh are the autocorrelation and the PSD of the input signal h th . H † denotes the Hermitian conjugate of H and * the convolution operator. Thermal white-noise h th can be represented by a random variable with zero mean and a variance which follows from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
which leads to the commonly known constant PSD by performing a Fourier transform
Transfer function H(ω)
Each LTI system is characterized by its transfer function in the frequency domain. The transfer function of the magnetic system relates the input field h th with the output signals = H(ω)h th (ω). The applied thermal fieldh th yields the magnetic fluctuationsṽ th , which are in turn related to the output signals, e.g. by means of the giant magnetoresistive (GMR) effect.
For spacially varying magnetization the GMR effect can be described via a micromagnetic model including spin-diffusion [17] . For sake of simplicity one can assume that the GMR effect can be approximated by the angle between the spacially averaged magnetization and a given reference direction e ref .
Thus the output signals is chosen as the average magnetization into the reference directions
whereṽ th are the thermally induced magnetization fluctuations. These thermally induced magnetization fluctuations are solutions of the inhomogeneous LLG equations, where the thermal fieldh th is added as source term. For sake of simplicity the thermal field is added to the undamped LLG (3) and the perturbations due to damping are considered afterwards. The inhomogenous LLG equation within the time domain reads like
Performing a temporal Fourier transformṽ th (x, ω) = v th (x, t) e iωt dt leads to
In order to utilise the orthogonality relation (4), the inhomogenous solutionṽ th is expressed by the unperturbed eigenvectors
Scalar multiplying both sides of equation (25) withφ h and utilizing the orthogonality relation allows to calculate the mode amplitudesã k (ω)
which finally results in the following expression for the mode amplitudes
where the previously calculated damped eigenfrequencies ω h +i δω h are used in the denominator. with the eigenmode dependent weighting factor
FEM Discretization
Finite-element discretization of Eqn. (25) using the FEM discretized thermal fieldh th leads to ω B 0φ th (ω) = A 0⊥φ th − γ P 0 C exth th (ω),
with a weighted 3D mass matrix
ext can introduced which is equivalent to a weighted 2D mass matrix within the tangent-plane. The mode amplitudes can be derived using the same line of reasoning as for the continuum problem
which directly leads the to following expression for the discrete transfer curve H(ω):s
The discretized thermal field approximately yields the following autocorrelation
where the nodal volume V i , which is one fourth of the volume of all adjacent elements, has been used. Note that the commonly used assumption of uncorrelated noise [18] on each node is not strictly true when using a FEM discretization (see Appendix B for a more detailed description). The power spectral density of the discretized thermal noise field results in
Putting everything together the total PSD of the reads like
Numerical Experiments
The proposed method for the calculation of resonant modes as well as the power spectral density has been applied to an elliptical nanodisc with a dimension of 100 nm × 60 nm × 5 nm. The used micromagnetic material parameters are summarized in Tbl. 1. By exciting the stationary system with a stochastic thermal noise field h th , and performing a node-wise Fourier transform, it is possible to numerically calculate the resonance frequencies as well as the corresponding eigenvectors [19] . Results of the oscillation amplitudes as well as the corresponding resonance frequencies using the proposed method are visualized in Fig 1 Figure 1 : Numerically computed oscillation amplitutes and frequencies of the first 9 eigenmodes of an elliptical 100 nm×60 nm×5 nm thin-film element using an average cell size of 3 nm.
The original resonance frequencies calculated from stochastic time-integration [19] are in perfect agreement with the ones calculated by Albert using an eigenmode based approach [6, 20] . A comparison of the different methods is presented in Fig. 2 . Albert [6] Carlotti [19] Bruckner et al. Finally the PSD is calculated using the proposed semi-analytical method. For sake of comparison a stochastic time-integration of the same system is performed using a time-step ∆t = 10 fs and a total simulation time of T = 40 ns, which leads to a frequency resolution ∆f = 1/T = 25 MHz and a total number of samples N = T /∆t = 4 × 10 6 . The PSD can be calculated numerically by using the discrete form of Eqn. (18):
where x(t) is the average magnetization in the reference direction e ref and x n = x(t n ) and t n = n ∆t. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used for efficient summation. In this case the result will only be calculated for discrete angular frequencies
The numerically calculated PSD is compared with the semi-analytical eigenmode results in Fig. 3 . Since the numerical results are very noisy, additionally a moving average over 30 samples of the raw data is calculated. Results are in good agreement, but the eigenmode based results are much more smooth. Additionally the calculation time could be reduced from 2 days (for the stochastic time-integration) to 300 s (for the eigenmode-based method). 
A Linearized LLG
The following alternative form of the LLG (see e.g. [21] ) is used for the linearization
which directly results in a generalized eigenvalue problem. Alternatively one could start with the Gilbert form of the LLG resulting in a standard eigenvalue problem, but this would complicate the FEM discretization since the total system matrix is not Hermitian [9] . Setting m = m 0 + ε v into the alternative form of the LLG equation, where m 0 is a stable equilibrium configuration, and considering only terms linear in ε yields Thus the tangent-plane projection operator P 0 introduced in the second line can be extended over both remaining terms.
B FEM discretization of effective field
The micromagnetic energy contains the following contributions
with the exchange energy E ex , the uniaxial anisotropy energy E ani , the magnetostatic energy E d , and the Zeeman energy E ext . Additionally terms can easily be added to the formulation, however a linearization is necessary in case of non-linear interactions like e.g. the cubical anisotropy. The energy can also be expressed in terms of an explicit effective field
Starting from the energy, the effective field can be defined by means of the functional derivative
The continuous expressions for the micromagnetic energies and the cor-responding fields are given as
with exchange constant A ex , uniaxial anisotropy constant K u , easy axis direction e u and saturation polarization J s . The magnetic scalar potential u is defined by
Directly discretizing the exchange field using a Galerkin approach and Lagrange P 1 elements, leads to problems with the partial integration needed in order to avoid the second derivative. Considering two different materials, where 2Aex Js is not continuous, leads to non-vanishing boundary conditions. The problem can be avoided by instead discretizing J s h ex , where it is known from micromagnetic theory that the occuring boundary term A ex (n · ∇m) is continuous and therefor the boundary integral vanishes.
Additionally the discretization of J s h eff directly yields a discrete form of the total energy
with the following discrete matrix representations of the corresponding field operators
The discretization of the demagnetization field operator C d requires the discrete solution of the magnetic scalar potential u in Eqn. (47). Using a FEM only approach requires to discretize a (large enough) airbox around the magnetic region, since the boundary conditions for u is only known at infinity. The commonly used Fredkin-Koehler method [22] avoids this problem by using the boundary element method (BEM) in combination with a FEM discretization of the magnetic domain. Note that the Fredkin-Koehler method is not perfectly symmetric, which leads to small non-Hermitian contribution of the discretized effective field operator. However numerical tests using non-Hermitian eigenvalue solvers show that for typical problems the resulting effects are negligible.
Generally the discrete linear field operators as used in Eqn. (11) can be expressed as
The stochastic thermal field is a special case of an external field, since it does not depend on m. For the semi-analytical calculation of the PSD the discretized autocorrelation ot the thermal noise h th is needed. The Galerkin discretization of the termal field can be written as
where again both sides are multiplied with J s and the quantity x i , which also occurs as source term of the discrete, inhomogeneous eigenvalue equation (31) 
which shows that the discretized noise on next-neighbor nodes is not uncorrelated. Nevertheless, for the stochastic time-integration, where the discrete thermal field h th i is explicitly needed, one often expresses the autocorrelation of h th i by using a mass-lumping approximation
with the average polarization J si and the average volume V i at node i. Averageing is performed over all adjecent tetrahedra ∆ k using the cell volume V k and constant cell polarization J sk )
Utilizing the diagonality of the lumped operator allows to express the autocorrelation of the discrete thermal field as 
which appoximately represents spatially uncorrelated, as it is commonly used in various time-integration codes [18, 23, 24] . Note that in Eqn. (54) constant damping α and temperature T is assumed. If those quantities vary in space the corresponding lumped quantities α i and T i need to be used, instead.
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